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� Remember to fully charge SmartLink SX and headset battery
before the session. 

� Attach MicroLink MLxS to headset ensuring correct lengthwise
pin orientation.

� Set MLxS to one dot position. 
� Show SmartLink and headset to client.
� Turn on headset and set the volume control to the standard 

position as indicated in the instruction leaflet.

Please refer to the SmartLink user guide and the FM headset 
instruction leaflet for detailed set up instructions.

� Remember to fully charge SmartLink SX before the session.
� Activate FM programs in PFG where necessary.
� Attach MicroLink MLxS/ML8S to hearing instrument ensuring

correct pin orientation (MLxS).
� Set MLxS to one dot position.
� If using Perseo, Claro or Supero, set to FM only program.
� Show SmartLink and MicroLink receiver to client.

Please refer to the SmartLink user guide and FM configurator
(www.phonak.com/fm_configurator) for more detailed set-up 
instructions.

Set-up

� Keep SmartLink close to headset (< 30 cm) and switch 
SmartLink on. 

� Listen to headset to ensure MLxS is synchronized and ready for
use. You should hear several confirmation beeps.

� Attach lavaliere cord to SmartLink, remove adapter for external
connections. 

� Put headset on client and ensure they are comfortable and 
placed correctly. 

� Keep SmartLink close to hearing instrument (< 30 cm) and 
switch SmartLink on. 

� Listen to hearing instrument to ensure receiver is synchronized
and ready for use. You should hear several confirmation beeps.

� Attach lavaliere cord to SmartLink, remove adapter for external
connections. 

� Place hearing instruments on client’s ear, ensuring that correct
settings are maintained.

Switch-on and synchronize

SmartLinkTM Demonstration Guide

Microphone functions

� Use lavaliere cord and hang SmartLink around your neck. You are
in the Omni mode, (indicated by the        symbol in the display).

� Speak to your client in a normal voice.
� Explain that your voice is being picked up by SmartLink, and

wirelessly transmitted to the miniature receiver. 
� If not using client’s own hearing instrument, explain that this

small receiver can be attached to any BTE hearing instrument
and that there are even design integrated solutions.

� Continue speaking while moving three to five meters away
from the client.

� Explain that the different microphone settings in SmartLink are 
able to reduce the ambient noise. 

� Point out to the client that he or she at this stage does not
only hear your voice, but also ambient sounds. 

� Stand close to another noise source and speak to your client. 
This demonstrates that indeed these ambient sounds are also
picked up and transmitted via SmartLink.

Zoom function

� Standing with the noise source at your side, face your client at 
a distance of 3 to 5 meters. 

� Switch the SmartLink from Omni to Zoom. Ensure that 
the        symbol appears in the LCD panel.  

� Continue to speak into the SmartLink as before. Ask your client
to listen to the difference in ambient noise. 

� Explain that in Zoom, noises from the rear and the side of
SmartLink are suppressed, but that the speaker’s voice should
still be clearly heard and understood.
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� Maintaining the same position as in the Zoom demonstration,
switch the SmartLink from Zoom to SuperZoom2 and ensure 
that the      symbol appears in the LCD.

� Continue to speak into the SmartLink. 

� Ask your client to experience the reduction in ambient noise.
� Very systematically, switch from SuperZoom2 to Zoom to Omni,

and back to Zoom alerting your client to these changes, and
ensure that the differences are perceived.

1. 2.

Hold SmartLink and continue to direct your speech to the top end,
near the switch. 

Turn SmartLink away from you (180°) and continue to speak.
Alert your client to the reduced ability to pick up the voice in this
mode. Switch to SuperZoom2 and repeat exercise.

� Disable the FM function by taking off the headset, or disabling
the FM receiver. Keep talking in your same moderate tone of
voice. This should explain to your client the benefit of wireless
transmission over a distance of only 3 to 5 meters.

Ask your client to comment about the FM listening experience.

� Ensure that you have a mobile phone paired to the SmartLink
and that the Bluetooth connection is established and active.

� Have another phone available where you can dial to the mobile
phone. For the best effect, make sure the person calling is not 
in the same room as the client.

� Sit your client at a table and place the SmartLink around
his/her neck. 

� The mobile phone should be positioned at arm’s length of the
client.
— If demonstrating the Supero and MLxS, ensure that the MLxS 

is in the 1 dot position and the Supero is in FM+M
— If demonstrating the Perseo/Claro and ML8S, ensure that the 

hearing instrument is in the user’s default setting.
— If demonstrating with another hearing instrument and the 

MLxS ensure that the MLxS is in the 2 dot position
— If demonstrating with the demo Headset, keep the MLxS in 

the one dot position

� Prepare your client for the activity by instructing that when a
ringing tone is heard to press the green button on the dark side
of SmartLink.

� Place the phone call to the mobile phone. 
� When the client answers the phone it is a good opportunity to

explain the benefits of SmartLink, like handsfree phone calls 
through both ears and automatic selecting of the right pro-
gram.

� End phone call by pressing the red button.

Use the FM demonstration headset or personal hearing instruments. Please be aware that the experience will not be as effective with the
headset, as the client will not be able to hear his/her own voice. Always use your own dedicated demo mobile phone that has been paired,
set up and tested beforehand.
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